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Abstract 
This paper presents the results of a case study involving the use of a formal graphical notation, 
Modechart, and an automatic verification tool, the Concurrency Workbench, in the analysis of 
the design of a fault-tolerant active structural control system. Such control systems must satisfy 
strict requirements on their timing behavior; we show how to use various equivalence-based 
features supported by the Workbench to examine the timing behavior of different design alter- 
natives, one of which has in excess of lOI states. The central insight arising from the study 
involves the importance of compositionality for reasoning about large and complex systems; in 
particular, the success of the case study depends integrally on our notation’s and tool’s support 
of componentwise minimization. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
Keywords: Active structural control systems; Safety critical; Component-wise state space reduction 
1. Introduction 
The development of inexpensive microprocessors over the past 20 years has prompted 
engineers to investigate the inclusion of embedded computer control systems in a vari- 
ety of different applications. Such control systems aim to improve the performance of 
these applications, which may be found in aeronautical, mechanical, chemical, and civil 
engineering arenas, among others. In many cases the structures or processes being con- 
trolled are safety-critical in that human lives and physical well-being depend on them; 
in such environments, ensuring that these systems behave correctly and reliably is of 
utmost importance. Designers of such systems are thus confronted with verifying that 
their systems behave correctly and with including in their designs mechanisms for fault 
tolerance. In the case of real-time systems, however, these two design goals can come 
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into conflict: introducing redundant components into a system can greatly complicate 
the task of establishing correctness, while reasoning about the system without its fault- 
tolerant mechanisms often obscures the subtle variations in timing behavior that they 
can introduce. Accordingly, traditional design practice for real-time, fault-tolerant and 
safety-critical systems relies on conservative strategies and the use of expensive and 
time-consuming simulation and testing in order to gain confidence in system perfor- 
mance. Nevertheless, errors still pass unnoticed, with sometimes tragic results. In prin- 
ciple, formal methods offer a system builder the means to prove his system correct and 
thereby avoid the cost and uncertainty inherent in testing-based validation techniques. 
In practice, however, the impact of formal methods has remain limited, one main reason 
being that traditional approaches do not “scale up” to large and complex systems. 
Our aim in this paper is to illustrate how a formal design notation for real-time 
systems may be used in conjunction with a process-algebra-inspired notion of semantic 
equivalence and an automatic verification tool to reason about the timing behavior of 
finite-state, real-time control systems. More specifically, we show how one may 
l use a simple equivalence-based technique for establishing that a system meets con- 
straints on its timing behavior; and 
l minimize systems with respect to the equivalence in a compositional, componentwise 
fashion in order to reduce the size of the state space that must be considered. 
We develop these themes in the context of a case study involving the analysis of a 
fault-tolerant extension of an experimental active structural control architecture from 
the civil engineering field; the system is described and formalized in [4,6-81. As this 
system has in excess of 1019 states, some means of state-space reduction is absolutely 
necessary in order for the analysis to be performed automatically. For these purposes, 
compositional minimization proves to be very effective. Throughout the case study we 
use a fully automated verification tool, the Concurrency Workbench [5], to calculate 
the semantic equivalence and to minimize systems with respect to it. 
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The next section reviews basic 
results from the civil engineering literature regarding active structural control systems, 
while the section following presents the design language we use to model the real- 
time systems, defines the semantic equivalence that forms the basis of our formal 
methodology, and gives a brief overview of the Concurrency Workbench. Section 4 
then describes the fault-tolerant system to be analyzed, and Section 5 presents the 
results of our analysis of its behavior. The final section closes with a discussion of the 
practical import of our work and of directions for future research. 
Related work. Other researchers have conducted case studies involving the auto- 
mated formal analysis of the timing behavior of real-time systems. Most of the exam- 
ples involve the use of dense time models, which require more sophisticated modeling 
techniques than those mentioned in this paper; the interested reader is referred to [l 11, 
which contains the analysis of several different systems. Case studies involving the 
simpler discrete model of time used here have been less well-studied, although Ref. 
[9] does present the analysis of a simple communications protocol with real-time and 
probabilistic behavior. 
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2. Active structural control systems 
Active structures include an embedded system that acts to limit structural vibration 
due to external excitations such as earthquakes or high winds. Typically, such structures 
include length-adjustable members, or actuators, that may be expanded or contracted 
to counteract the external forces applied to the structure. A process controller monitors 
sensors that measure the state of the structure and sends commands to the actuators 
when sensor readings indicate an undesirable state. 
A major application of active structure control systems involves earthquake-resistant 
buildings [21]. Earthquake damage often results less from the violence of movement 
than from the vibrations they induce in buildings. In particular, if they cause struc- 
tures to vibrate at their resonant frequency then the structures become unstable and 
may collapse. Thus, to minimize vibration-induced earthquake damage, the natural fre- 
quencies of a structure should be located outside the frequency band of the seismic 
excitations produced by earthquakes. An active structural control system attempts to 
do this by sensing the seismic excitations with a high sampling rate and changing 
the natural frequencies of the structure using the active members, with the particular 
method for changing these frequencies depending on the control algorithm used. Such 
control systems must satisfy certain timing constraints on the activity of the actua- 
tors, since if the needed length adjustments of active members are not applied within 
the time bounds required by the control algorithm then these structures may become 
unstable [2]. 
Fig. 1 contains an “end-on” view of a six-story, actively controlled building in Tokyo 
that was built to test the feasibility of active structural control systems in earthquake 
resistance. The structure features six sensors and four active members connected to the 
first floor [ 191 as indicated in the figure. 
2.1. Pulse-control algorithms 
Several different control techniques have been proposed for active structures in the 
literature [ 1,221. In this paper, we focus on one of the simpler approaches, pulse 
control. Pulse-control algorithms aim to limit the vibratory displacement of structures 
near resonance by applying an opposing pulse at a higher frequency to “break up” the 
resonant forces. The major design variables are the time between pulse initiations, At,, 
and the pulse duration, At. These values are determined by the natural frequencies 
of the system, the expected forcing functions, and the desired level of displacement 
control. Fig. 2 depicts the block diagram of a pulse-control algorithm. 
In this paper we are concerned with verifying when a specific system satisfies con- 
straints on the durations between successive pulse applications. Traditional pulse-control 
theory requires that the interpulse delays be of exactly the same value, namely, At,; 
when this is the case, one may use the results in [18,21] for selecting this value so 
that vibration is dissipated correctly. In real structures, however, ensuring that these 
delays are invariant is virtually impossible, owing to “play” in factors such as the time 
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Fig. 1. An actively controlled structure in Tokyo. 
needed for calculating pulse magnitudes and the ramp-up times for actuators. On the 
other hand, a parametric simulation-based study [20] indicates that some variability in 
duration times is allowable, depending on the chosen At, and structural characteristics 
such as natural frequency and geometry. These results form the basis for the constraints 
that we impose on our system designs. 
2.2. An experimental system 
In [21] an experimental set-up is described for an actively controlled single-degree- 
of-freedom structure. The same structure was used in the parametric study of [20]; 
when At, was taken to be 135 x lo-‘ms, the structure was found to behave correctly 
if the interpulse delays were at least 37 x IO-‘ms but no more than 145 x 10-‘ms. 
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of a pulse-control algorithm. 
Fig. 3. An experimental active structural control system. 
Table 1 
Activity Duration (x IO-‘ms) 
Sampling PO, 551 
Model updating [20, 251 
Pulse magnitude calculation [40, 451 
Pulse duration [2X 301 
In the remainder of this paper we use these figures as the timing constraint that our 
designs should satisfy. 
A schematic description of the system appears in Fig. 3; it contains a sensor, actuator 
and controller connected by an I/O network. Table 1 summarizes the (experimentally 
determined) timing information for different system activities. 
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The only system activity for which no information was given was the time required 
for data to be exchanged among the components. Based on our experiments with a 
socket-based communication system, however, we have determined that 15 x lo-‘ms 
appears to be reasonable, with 10 x lo-‘ms devoted to connection establishment and 
5 to message and acknowledgement ransmission. The assumption that communication 
timings are deterministic is justified by the fact that the communication topology and 
amount of data exchanged by processes is fixed. 
3. Formal design support 
This section presents the formal notations and the verification tool used in this paper. 
More specifically, it describes 
l a graphical design language, Modechart, that we use to represent our designs; 
l a process algebra based on Temporal CCS [16] and a behavioral equivalence relation, 
observational equivalence, for relating systems expressed in it; and 
l the Concurrency Workbench, a tool that includes support for calculating whether 
Temporal CCS systems are equivalent and for minimizing them. 
In what follows, we first develop our designs using Modechart; we do this because the 
graphical notation has an intuitive semantics and is therefore easy to use. However, 
notions of semantic equivalence have not been explicitly developed for Modechart, 
while they have for Temporal CCS. Accordingly, we then translate our designs in a 
structure-preserving manner into this language and then use the Workbench to conduct 
our reasoning. 
3.1. Modechart 
Modechart [13, 141 extends the graphical design language Statecharts [lo] with con- 
structs for modeling real-time behavior. The notation we describe here is a simplified 
variant of the full language, a more detailed account of which may be found in [ 131. In 
Modechart, systems are represented as finite-state machines; in line with its connection 
to Statecharts, however, the states in these machines may have other finite-state sys- 
tems embedded in them. More precisely, the language includes two basic constructs: 
modes, which may be thought of as “structured states” that may contain subsystems, 
and transitions. We describe each of these in turn. 
Modes correspond to states in finite-state machines; the point of departure for these 
two notions is that modes may contain embedded subsystems. Intuitively, when a sys- 
tem enters a particular mode it initiates execution of the mode’s subsystems, if it has 
any; when the system leaves a mode, the corresponding subsystems are “interrupted”. 
More formally, Modechart contains three kinds of modes: primitive, serial and par- 
allel. Primitive modes have no internal structure and correspond precisely to states 
in a traditional finite-state machine. Serial and parallel modes may contain a number 
of “submodes” and are intended to capture the notion of sequential and parallel 
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execution, respectively. Serial modes must also have a submode designated as initial. 
When a serial mode is entered, its initial submode is also entered at the same time; 
when a parallel mode is entered, each of its submodes is entered simultaneously. 
Modechart systems change modes by engaging in transitions between modes. In our 
variant of Modechart transitions consist of three components: a condition, a timing con- 
straint of the form [I, u], and an efict. Intuitively, a transition becomes enabled when 
control resides in its “source mode” and its condition becomes true; it may then fire 
any time between 1 and u time units after it is enabled. When a transition fires, control 
passes to its “target mode” and the state of the system is updated as indicated by the 
effect, which typically alters variables declared by the system designer. If two or more 
transitions are capable of firing at the same time the choice as to which occurs is made 
nondeterministically. For the purposes of this case study a condition will consist either 
of the testing of a finitely-valued state variable or of the detection of the occurrence of 
a (user-defined) event elsewhere in the system. An effect will either be an assignment 
to a variable or the generation of an event, which we indicate by drawing a line over 
the event name: thus Z corresponds to the “production” of event e. If a condition is 
omitted from a transition it is assumed to be “true”, while if a timing constraint is 
left out it is assumed to be [O,O]. A missing effect is assumed to be a “no-op”. The 
formal semantics of Modechart is given via a translation into the logic RTL [ 131; the 
translation essentially encodes the transition firing rule described informally above. 
Fig. 4 gives a Modechart rendering of the active structural control system described 
in the previous section. The overall system consists of a single parallel mode containing 
three submodes: one corresponding to the sensor, one for the actuator, and one for the 
controller. The controller in turn consists of two parallel subcomponents, one imple- 
menting the control algorithm and one acting as a timer that controls the times between 
successive pulses. The sensor and actuator modes are serial. The former contains five 
submodes, with LSampZeState designated as initial, while the latter also contains five 
submodes, with ] ReceivePulse initial. 3 When the system begins execution, control 
resides in the initial submodes - TSampleState, TReceive, Reset, and TReceivePulse - 
of each of the four serial subcomponents. From this starting point, the transition firing 
rule described above governs the configurations the system may enter; for example, 
after 10 time units transitions in modes Control and Actuator would fire, and the sub- 
modes would change to Synch,, and Synch,,, respectively, as the two corresponding 
system components prepare to receive data. 
The system design includes mention of three boolean variables: SynchSensor, V and 
SynchActuator. These are used to synchronize the behavior of the different compo- 
nents appropriately. For example, when the timer is in mode Time, it remains there 
until variable V is set to 0; 135 time units later, it changes mode to Reset, whence 
3 The names inside the primitive modes are included for explanatory purposes only. We adopt the con- 
vention that r and 1 indicate the beginning and ending of different system activities. For example, when 
the Sensor submode enters mode r SampleState the mode name indicates that the component is begin- 
ning its sampling phase; this ends between 50 and 55 time units later, when the Sensor enters the mode 
LSampleState. 
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Fig. 4. Modechart model of a control system. 
it instantaneously “goes ofl” by setting V to 1 and then returning to Time. To “set” the 
timer, then, the controller need only set V to 0. Once set, however, the timer cannot 
be reset until it expires. In a similar fashion, the sensor and controller use the variable 
SynchSensor to model the fact that the communication between them has an element 
of synchrony induced by the exchange of data and acknowledgements. In the diagrams, 
conditions and timing constraints appear on one side of transitions, while effects appear 
on the other. The timing values come from the table given in Section 2.2; note that 
the generation of the tickpulse event allows one to observe the beginning of pulse 
applications. 
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3.2. Temporal CCS 
Modechart provides a convenient and intuitive formal notation for describing hierar- 
chically organized real-time systems. However, verifying designs given in Modechart 
can be still a formidable task, owing to the state-explosion problem: the number of 
global states in a system can be exponential in the number of parallel components. In 
the absence of a scheme for reducing the size of state spaces, state-exploration-based 
verification rapidly becomes impractical in such a setting. 
Process algebras [3, 12, 151 provide one approach to handling state-explosion that 
is based on the use of compositionality (i.e. component-wise analysis) and semantic 
equivalence. Such formalisms typically contain a language consisting of a small num- 
ber of constructs for building systems and a formally defined semantic equivalence that 
indicates when two processes “behave the same” and may be used interchangeably. In 
what follows we describe one such process algebra and show how Modechart sys- 
tems may be translated into it. This translation enables one to apply process-algebraic 
“technology” to the analysis of Modechart systems. 
The process algebra we use is based on Temporal CCS [16], which extends Milner’s 
Calculus of Communication Systems (CCS) [15] with features for describing timing 
behavior. The language provides operators for building up processes from actions, 
which may take one of four forms. 
l d E Nat represents a delay of d time units. 
l c( represents the “receipt” of a synchronization signal on “channel” a. 
l Cx represents the “delivery” of a synchronization signal on CI. 
0 r represents a step of internal computation. 
We use Act to represent the set of all actions. Letting X be a set of identi$ers ranged 
over by X,. . ., and L C A be a set of channels, processes in our algebra may be built 
using the following grammar. 4 
P ::= nil 1 X 1 a.P 1 PI + P2 1 PllP2 1 P\L / P 
where Xi = PI . . .X,, = P,, end. 
Intuitively, these constructs may be understood in terms of the communication ac- 
tions and units of delay (or idling) they may engage in. Non-delay actions are assumed 
to be durationless; so time passes only when processes are capable of “idling”. nil rep- 
resents the stopped process; it is incapable of any action or idling. X may be thought 
of as an invocation of the process currently “bound” to X. If a @ Nat then a.P is 
a process that immediately engages in action a and then behaves like P; it is inca- 
pable of idling. If a E Nat then a.P idles for a time units and then behaves like P. 
The + construct represents choice; PI + PZ may engage in any non-delay actions that 
either PI or P2 is capable of and then behave like the process whose action was per- 
formed. If both PI and P2 can idle then PI +Pz may also idle without discarding either 
4 Temporal CCS contains these constructs as well as others that we omit here, since we do not need them 
in our modeling. 
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component. On the other hand, if one of the Pi can idle and the other cannot, then 
PI + PZ discards the “impatient” process when it idles. PI (P2 represents the parallel 
composition of PI and P2. For the composite system to idle, both components must be 
capable of idling. Non-delay actions are executed in an interleaved fashion; moreover, 
if either PI or P2 is capable of an output on a channel that the other is capable of 
an input on, then a synchronization occurs, with both processes performing their ac- 
tions and a r resulting. If L C A then P\L defines a process in which the channels 
in L may be thought of as “local”. Finally, in processes of the form P where Xl = 
PI . . .X, = P, end the equations Xi = Pi provide the definitions of occurrences of Xi 
in P. 
As is the case with Temporal CCS [16], the semantics of our algebra is given as 
a relation P 5 Q; intuitively, P 5 Q holds if P is capable of engaging in action 
a and evolving to Q. The definition of + ensures that the only “idling” transitions 
that may be inferred have the form P L Q; that is, processes idle one time unit at 
a time. This property is also shared by Temporal CCS; indeed, the only substantive 
difference between our language and Temporal CCS is that to perform the modeling 
in this paper, we found it necessary to add maximal progress to the semantics. This 
feature ensures that if a process can engage in an internal r-transition then it must do 
so immediately; it cannot delay it by idling. Given the similarity between Temporal 
CCS and our language, in what follows we refer to our language as Temporal CCS 
also. 
The semantics forms the basis for generating (finite-) state machines from process 
algebra expressions, with the transitions in the machine recording the execution steps 
of the system. 
3.2.1. Observational equivalence 
A prominent feature of process algebras like Temporal CCS is the use of semantic 
equivalences in reasoning about processes. In such a framework, one formulates the 
specification of a system as another system that describes the “high-level” behavior 
desired by the designer. Verifying a proposed design then amounts to showing that 
it is semantically equivalent to its specification. One well-studied semantic relation 
is observational equivalence, which is designed to relate processes on the basis of 
their observable (i.e. non-r) behavior. To define it, let P &- Q hold if P can per- 
form some number (possibly 0) of r-transitions and evolve to Q. If a is an action, 
then we write P 3 Q if there exist PI, PZ such that P 3 PI 5 Pz % Q; that 
is, P 3 Q indicates that P may perform some internal computation, then a, then 
more internal computation in evolving to Q. The equivalence may now be defined as 
follows. 
Definition 1. Observational equivalence, M, is the largest relation such that whenever 
P M Q holds, then the following must be true for all a E (Act U {E}) - (7). 
l If P 4 P’ then there is a Q’ such that Q 3 Q’ and P’ M Q’. 
l If Q 3 Q’ then there is a P’ such that P 4 P’ and P’ x Q’. 
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Intuitively, P M Q holds whenever P and Q are able to “mimic” each other’s behavior. 
For the purposes of this paper, the crucial properties enjoyed by z are the following. 
It is an equivalence relation. 
It is a congruence for all the operators in (our version of) Temporal CCS except +. 
That is, if P M Q then P and Q may be used interchangeably inside any Temporal 
CCS context that does not use the + operator. 5 
It is decidable for finite-state systems. 
Finite-state systems may be minimized with respect to it. That is, for any finite-state 
system M, there is a unique (up to state renaming) minimum-state finite-state system 
min(M) such that A4 M min(M). 
For finite-state systems, M may be computed in time that is polynomial in the number 
of states and transitions of the system [ 171. 
3.2.2. Translating Modechart to Temporal CCS 
We now describe how (a subset of) of Modechart may be translated into our version 
of Temporal CCS. The methodology presented here assumes the following restrictions 
on Modechart: 
l Only primitive modes have outgoing transitions. 
l An event can appear in the outgoing transition conditions of at most one serial mode. 
The second condition allows the direct modeling of Modechart events as Temporal 
CCS actions, with the “generation” of an event e being modeled as Temporal CCS 
action 2 and the condition e being modeled as the action e. Removing this restriction 
is not too difficult, although it complicates the translation somewhat. Removing the 
first, however, would necessitate the addition of operators to Temporal CCS in order 
for the structure of a translation to mimic the structure of the Modechart from which 
it was generated. For the purposes of this paper, this fragment of Modechart provides 
sufficient expressive power. 
To translate Modechart into Temporal CCS, we first must describe how to model state 
variables. Following traditional practice in process algebra, we model such variables 
using processes, one for each variable. The process for a variable may be thought 
of as a server; other processes wishing to manipulate the value of the variable send 
“requests” to the server, which changes state accordingly. More specifically, suppose 
V is a variable that may assume values 0 and 1 and whose initial value is 0. Then the 
Temporal CCS model of V would be the following: 
V where 
V = vo 
vo = rVO.VO + wVO.VO + wVl.Vl + l.VO 
Vl = rVl.Vl + wVO.VO + wVl.Vl + l.Vl 
end 
’ A slightly finer equivalence relation that is a congruence for all Temporal CCS operators may be defined 
using standard techniques. For the purposes of this paper, however, it is unnecessary. 
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Intuitively, V is in state VO when the value of the variable V is 0 (or false), and in 
Vl when its value is 1. A process that wishes to change the value of V to 1 would 
execute action wV1 (for “write 1 to V); a process that wants to behave like P if 
V = 0 could be given as rV0.P (where rV0 stands for “read 0 from V). Note that 
in either of its states, Y is capable of idling. 
We now describe how to translate serial and parallel modes. Renderings of serial 
mode S will have the general form 
S where 
s = Sl 
Sl = 7-11 +. . . + Tlk, 
Sn = Trill + . . . f Tn% 
Tlk, = . . . 
Tnk” = . . . 
end 
where Sl, . . . , Sn are the submodes of S, Sl is the initial mode, and the Tij are the 
transitions emanating from mode Si. Note that each transition has its own 
equation. 
We know turn to the translation of individual transitions. Let T be a transition from 
mode Si to Sj. T has three components: 
l A condition C, which may be either a test of a variable V or the presence of an 
event e. 
l A time constraint [I, u]. 
l An effect A to perform upon executing the transition. A may be either the generation 
of an event e’ or the setting of a variable V’. 
Each of these components is translated in turn. We use Temporal CCS input actions 
to represent conditions. Define the action ac to be rVi if C involves testing whether 
V = i and e if C involves testing for the presence of event e. By convention, we 
say that a condition is true if the environment of the mode offers the action ?i& when 
this is the case, ac and G may synchronize and produce a z. We may now give the 
following partial of the translation of T, where Pl, P2 and P3 have translations of the 
different components of T: 
T where 
T = Pl 
Pl = ac.P2 + 191 
P2 = . . . 
P3 = . . . 
end 
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Note that Pl idles by performing l-transitions until the environment offers the action 
UC; then, because of the maximal progress assumption, no more idling can occur until 
ac and c synchronize. If condition C is absent then we generate the equation Pl = P2. 
To translate the timing constraint of T, recall that we must idle for at least I but no 
more that u time units, with the choice being made nondeterministically. We model 
this by introducing u - 1 new equations into the translation with left-hand sides P2i 
for 1 <i <u - 1. The intuition is that P2 will delay for I time units and evolve to P2i. 
Then each P2i may nondeterministically elect to enter P3 or delay one time unit and 
evolve to P2i+l (or P3 in the case of P2,_1); the nondeterminism is modeled using 
z-transitions. We thus have the following: 
P2 = l.P2, 
P21 = r.P3 + 7.1 .P22 
P2”_1 = z.P3 + z.l.P3 
Note that if I is 0 then we take P2 = P2i and that if u is also 0 then we take P2 = P3. 
To complete the translation of T, we now describe how to model the execution of 
the effect A that is performed as T is taken. If A is an assignment of i to V’ then we 
use the following: 
P3 = wVi.Sj 
Otherwise, if A is the generation of event e, then we use 
P3 = .ESj + 1 .Sj 
(Recall that Sj is the destination mode of T.) The l.Sj summand is necessitated by the 
fact that if no process “consumes” event e in the current time instant, then it should 
disappear in the next time instant. 
Now suppose S is a parallel mode with submodes Sl, . . . , Sn. The Temporal CCS 
translation for S would be Pl 1 . . . IPn, where Pi is the translation of Si. 
Finally, the translation of an entire Modechart M meeting the restrictions mentioned 
previously may be given as (var[P~)\L, where Vur consists of the parallel composition 
of all the variable processes, PM is the translation of the mode structure of M, and 
L contains the set of events that appear in conditions of transitions or are used to 
read and write from variables. Thus, the only actions this Temporal CCS process will 
engage in are idling actions, r-actions, and events that are generated but which are 
not used in conditions. (These latter events constitute the behavior that the user of the 
system would observe.) 
We close by remarking on the faithfulness of our translation procedure. Ideally, one 
would prove it correct by establishing a correspondence between a Modechart and 
its associated Temporal CCS translation. Doing so, however, is complicated by the 
radically different way in which the semantics of each language is defined, and thus is 
beyond the scope of this paper. However, we note that the translation of each transition 
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closely follows the informal operational description of transitions given in [14]. As an 
example of the “output” of the translation procedure, the following is the Temporal 
CCS rendering of the control mode in the Modechart in Fig. 4; we have cleaned it up 
slightly by removing unnecessary equations: 
Control = StartReceive where 
StartReceive = lO.Synchxs 
Synchxs = rSynchSensor 1 .S.wSynchSensorO.StopReceive + 1 .Synchxs 
StopReceive = rV l.StartCalculate + 1 .StartUpdate 
StartUpdate = rV0.20.Updatel 
Update1 = z.StopUpdate + z.l.Update2 
Update2 = z.StopUpdate + z.l.Update3 
Update3 = z.StopUpdate + z.l.Update4 
Update4 = r.StopUpdate + z.l.Update5 
Update5 = z.StopUpdate + z.1 StopUpdate 
StopUpdate = StartReceive 
StartCalculate = wVOAO.Calculatel 
Calculate1 = z.StopCalculate + zl.Calculate2 
Calculate2 = z.StopCalculate + z.l.Calculate3 
Calculate3 = z.StopCalculate + z.l.Calculate4 
Calculate4 = z.StopCalculate + z.l.CalculateS 
Calculate5 = z.StopCalculate + ~.l.StopCalculate 
StopCalculate = StartSendPulse 
StartSendPulse = lO.wSynchControll .Synchxp 
Synchxp = SStopSendPulse 
StopSendPulse = rSynchControlO.StartReceive + 1 .StopSendPulse 
end 
3.3. The Concurrency Workbench 
The Concurrency Workbench [5] supports the simulation and verification of con- 
current finite-state systems expressed in Temporal CCS. In addition to facilities for 
simulation and various forms of state-space exploration, the tool includes routines for 
calculating whether or not two systems are observationally equivalent and for mini- 
mizing a system with respect to observational equivalence. It should be noted that we 
needed to alter the system in order to support our version of Temporal CCS, since 
its semantics differs somewhat from standard Temporal CCS. The change required the 
modification of fewer five lines of code. 
4. A fault-tolerant active structural control system 
While useful for gathering experimental data about active structural control, the 
control system given in Fig. 4 would be unsuitable for practical use because of its 
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susceptibility to component faults. In particular, if any of the three components were 
to fail, the system would cease to function. Given the strains that earthquakes impose, 
designing a system to withstand component faults is essential for optimal structure 
behavior. 
In this section we present an elaboration of the design in Fig. 4 that uses redundant 
components to introduce a measure of fault-tolerance into the control, system. More 
specifically, the new design uses two forms of replication: static, in which the system 
architecture is fixed, and dynamic, in which system architecture may evolve during the 
execution of the system. These additions, and their associated recovery mechanisms, 
alter the timing behavior of the system; the next section examines this issue in more 
detail. 
4.1. Static redundancy and sensors 
Static redundancy is useful for components that may operate simultaneously without 
interfering with one another in the context of the larger system. To improve the re- 
liability of a component with these characteristics, one may replicate it and then add 
a mechanism for turning the outputs of the replicas into a single value that is given 
to the rest of the system. One typical way to do this is to use voting; the replicated 
components transmit their outputs to a voter, which then selects the value (within 
certain tolerances) with a majority of votes and sends this to the rest of the system. 
Such a scheme is particularly good for transient failures in which a component might 
sporadically malfunction. 
Fig. 5 contains a schematic rendering of our fault-tolerant design, which employs 
a statically-redundant voting-based scheme for handling sensor failure. Instead of a 
single sensor, the new system has three; each communicates with a voter, who selects 
a value reported by at least two of the three for transmission to the controller. These 
are described in more detail below. 
l Sensors: The sensors behave in essentially the same manner as the sensor de- 
scribed in the previous sections. The main difference is that we require the three 
sensors to synchronize with one another at the beginning of their measurement 
l/O Network 
Fig. 5. Schematic drawing of fault-tolerant active structural control system. 
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. 
TriSynch = 0 
Fig. 6. Modechart for a new sensor. 
voter 
Synchxs I 
SynchSensor = I 
[SSI 
StartSendVote 
Fig. 7. Voter for a static redundant system (modes in dotted box may be omitted). 
cycle. The necessity for this stems from the fact that the time required to col- 
lect data can vary from 50 to 55 x 10-l ms for each sensor and the fact that 
we wish the sensors to communicate at roughly the same time with the voter. 
A Modechart description of a new sensor may be found in Fig. 6; note that the 
state variable E-Synch is used to enforce the three-way synchronization mechanism. 
The statement TriSynch + +3 increments TriSynch modulo 3. 
Voter: The voter collects the sampling values from all three sensors by opening a 
socket (this consumes 10 x lo-‘ms) and then exchanging messages with each in 
turn (each exchange requires 5 x lo-‘ms). If the vote succeeds, meaning that a least 
two of the three values match, then the result is sent to the controller. Otherwise, 
we would want the system to fail; however, in this simplified setting we assume 
that at least two of the three sensors are always functioning correctly. Fig. 7 shows 
the Modechart of the voter; note that modes within the dotted box may be omitted 
(they are relevant only for the redundancy scheme used in the next section). 
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Fig. 8. Modechart for fault-tolerant system with static and dynamic redundancy. 
4.2. Dynamic redundancy 
In dynamically redundant systems, the occurrence of faults in a component causes 
the system to reconfigure itself; the faulty component is “bypassed” and a replica of 
it activated to assume its duties. During normal system functioning, then, redundant 
components are not operational. Such a scheme potentially incurs more overhead than 
static schemes, since one needs a monitoring scheme to detect faults, but they are 
appropriate when the simultaneous functioning of redundant components would lead to 
interference. 
Our fault-tolerant design uses dynamic redundancy to improve the reliability of actua- 
tors. In the design we assume that each actuator has a dedicated controller. Accordingly, 
replicating the actuator necessitates adding another controller as well. Fig. 8 shows a 
high-level Modechart description of our fault-tolerant design, which includes the static 
redundancy scheme for sensors and the dynamic one for controllers and actuators. The 
following describes the system components in more detail. 
l Voter: The functionality of the voter changes slightly from the non-dynamic case, 
since the “address” to which it should deliver its values will depend on which of 
the redundant controllers is active. Fig. 7 shows a Modechart of the modified voter 
component (the modes within the dotted box handle the change in communication). 
Note that the voter examines state variable Recon in order to determine if a re- 
configuration is necessary. Also, the design assumes that the voter first attempts to 
communicate with the main actuator; only when this fails does it examine Recon to 
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Monitor 
Fig. 9. Modechart of the monitor. 
see if it should communicate instead with the back-up actuator. This setup ensures 
that actuator failures can be handled even after communication has been initiated. 
l Monitor: This component detects actuator faults and initiates system reconfiguration 
as necessary. We have opted for a simple setup in which an actuator issues a failure 
event when it fails; in response to this the monitor initiates the rearrangement of 
the system by setting an appropriate state variable. In a more refined setting the 
monitor might engage in more sophisticated behavior; it might, for instance, spark 
a reconfiguration if an actuator takes too long to respond to a command. Fig. 9 
contains a Modechart description of the monitor. 
l Actuators and Controllers.. The Modecharts for the actuator and back-up actuator 
are exactly the same as the one given in Fig. 4. The controller differs only in 
that it communicates with the voter (via the variable SynchVoter) rather than with 
the sensors directly; the back-up voter uses the variable SynchVoterRecon for this 
purpose instead. 
We close this section with a remark concerning the communication scheme used in 
the new system design. On the basis of Fig. 5 one might conclude that a single bus 
is used to handle all communication among system components and then wonder why 
this is not replicated. In fact, however, our modeling is abstract with respect to the 
specific communication architecture used; the only assumptions we make about the I/O 
infrastructure involves the timings involved in the transfer of data. A more detailed 
design might in fact commit to a specific communication framework, in which case 
issues involving networking fault-tolerance would need addressing. 
5. Analyzing the fault-tolerant system 
In this section we use the Concurrency Workbench to analyze the fault-tolerant 
system design proposed in the previous section. We have two main aims: we wish to 
characterize how the inclusion of fault-tolerance mechanisms affects the the system in 
the absence of component failures, and we also would like to determine how failures 
affect the timing behavior of the system. 
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Table 2 
Mode 
Sensors 
s3 
SenVot 
Sv 
ContAct 
CA 
ContActR 
CAR 
StaticSys 
ssys 
DynamicSys 
DSvs 
Form Reachable states 
Sensor 1 Sensor ) Sensor 2432 
min(Sensors) 550 
S3 1 Voter 14987 
min(SenVot) 604 
Cont 1 Actuator 10679 
min(ContAct) 3199 
Cont 1 ActuatorRecon 10679 
min(ContActR) 3199 
SV 1 CA 21225 
min(StaticSys) 1726 
SSys 1 CAR 1 Monitor 433 
min(DynamicSys) 407 
5.1. Compositional state-space construction 
In order to conduct the analyses just described, the Workbench must construct the 
reachable global state space of the system. The default procedure used by the tool is to 
build these states in an “on-the-fly” manner, beginning with the initial state and adding 
states having transitions from states already reached. Unfortunately, the huge size of 
the state space made this impossible to calculate; even 512MB of memory on a Sun 
SparcStation-20 proved insufficient to store the state space. In fact, it turns out that the 
system contains in excess of 2.12 x 1019 global states (some of which are unreachable, 
it should be noted). 
To circumvent this problem we use the minimization feature of the Workbench to 
build a system that is observationally equivalent to the global system but contains 
many fewer states. Our approach is compositional and bottom-up, in the following 
sense. We take parallel components, compute their combined state space, minimize the 
result, and use it in place of the parallel components in computing the next stage 
of the system. Table 2 summarizes the sizes of the systems that were built as a 
result. 
On the basis of the properties of the minimization procedure and M, we know that 
DSys is observationally equivalent to the original (unminimized) system. Because of 
this equivalence, we are able to analyze DSys in what follows, as it is is indistinguish- 
able from its larger counterpart. 
5.2. Analyzing the model 
After constructing a model of the global state space, we now turn to the task of 
analyzing the timing properties of the design. We are interested in two questions: how 
does the inclusion of fault-tolerance affect the normal operation of the system, and 
what happens to the timing behavior in the presence of faults? We first show how we 
analyze the timing behavior of systems and then present our results. 
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‘arallel 
System Upperobserver 
Fig. 10. Modechart for testing At, < 145. 
5.2.1. Representing timing bounds 
Our approach to determining whether timing constraints between system events are 
satisfied is also based on the use of X; it works as follows. Given an active structural 
control system S that generates tickpulse events, we would like to see if the upper 
and lower bounds between successive events are consistent with the bounds dictated 
by the pulse-control algorithm. To do so, we define two observer processes, one for 
the lower bound and one for the upper bound, and run them in parallel with the sys- 
tem. The upper bound observer repeatedly attempts to synchronize with the system on 
the pulse events; if the gap between such events ever exceeds the upper bound, the 
observer emits pulseViolation events. A system therefore meets such a requirement if 
the observer is never capable of a violation event. To determine if this is the case, we 
attempt to establish that the system consisting of the control system and the observer 
is equivalent to a system that is incapable of violations. Fig. 10 contains a Modechart 
description of this observer-based scenario in which the upper bound is 145 time units. 
Lower bound analysis is handled in a similar manner, and discussion of it is omitted. 
Indeed, in the remainder of the paper we focus exclusively on upper bound behavior. 
Note that this technique may also be used to calculate the lower and upper bounds 
between pulses; to do so one repeatedly adjusts the bounds and rechecks the system 
to see if violations are possible or not. 
5.2.2. Fault-free behavior 
We now analyze the behavior of the fault-tolerant design under the assumption that 
components do not fail. Our hope was that this system would meet the same timing 
constraints as the non-fault-tolerant model given in Section 2.2: At, < 145. However, 
this turned out not to be the case; leaving the timer value at 135 yielded an upper 
bound between pulses of 166 x lo-‘ms (this upper bound was determined by varying 
the timing value in the observer until no violation event was emitted), and lowering 
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Actuator 
Serial 
SynchControl = I 
WI 
StopReceive 
SynchConlrol := 0 
Fig. Il. Modechart of a faulty actuator. 
the timer value proved to have no effect on this bound. To determine the source of the 
additional overhead, we built a design in which the additional actuator was omitted (so 
only the sensor subsystem was fault-tolerant); this system turned out to be observation- 
ally equivalent to the fully fault-tolerant one under the assumption of fault-freedom. 
This suggests that the source of the additional overhead is in the voting mechanism; 
more specifically, the bottleneck turns out to be the sequentialized communication be- 
tween the sensors and the voter. 
On the basis of these results, it follows that, even in the absence of failures the 
fault-tolerant design would not be appropriate for managing the control system for the 
structure given in Section 2.2. In the next subsection we discuss different approaches 
to overcoming this problem. 
5.2.3. Analysis in the presence of faults 
We now investigate the timing behavior of the system when actuator faults are 
possible. Our goal is to determine the upper bound on At, in this situation. 
To model this situation we slightly modify our definition of the actuator; Fig. 11 
contains the revised Modechart. The only difference is that the actuator may nondeter- 
ministically fail at the point at which it begins to apply its pulse; in this case it emits 
a fault event and halts. This event is in turn detected by the monitor, which starts the 
necessary system reconfiguration by setting the Recon state variable. 
An analysis of the upper bound on At, reveals that it can be as high as 261 x 
IO-‘ms, even when the system timer is set to 0. In essence the reason for this is that 
when the actuator fails, its replica starts from “scratch”; its controller must resample 
the sensors, recalculate the pulse magnitude, and send the relevant commands to the 
actuator. A structure using this design would therefore need to have a period of at 
least 522 x lo-‘ms in order to behave satisfactorily. 
5.3. Design alternatives 
In this section we have seen that the proposed fault-tolerant design cannot be used 
in place of the simpler non-fault-tolerant one; even in the absence of faults the system 
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fails to meet the necessary upper time bound. We now turn to a discussion of different 
design alternatives that can overcome this problem. 
One approach would be to alter the natural period of the structure being controlled. 
In many cases this alternative is practical, since by varying the materials used in 
construction and the geometry of the structure one may significantly alter this quantity. 
Another approach would be to change the architecture of the control system itself. 
For example, we identified the sequentialized communication between the sensors and 
the voter as a reason for the worsened timing behavior of the fault-tolerant system un- 
der normal operation. One possible remedy for this would be to allow the controller to 
communicate simultaneously with all three. To check whether this would fix the sen- 
sor/voter bottleneck, one could alter our design and use the Concurrency Workbench 
to analyze the timing behavior of the new system. Unfortunately, space constraints 
prevent us from doing this. In the case of the redundant actuator, one could imagine 
having the replica “shadow” the behavior of the main device as a means of allevi- 
ating the change in timing behavior resulting from our fault-tolerance scheme. That 
is, each controller would receive data from the sensors and maintain a current model 
of the system; only the “active” actuator would actually undergo length adjustments, 
however. 
In practice, which design alternative one would pursue would depend on a number 
of criteria, including the cost and capabilities of available equipment and materials, the 
flexibility in the design of the structure being controlled, and the particular expertise 
of the engineers employed on the project. In general, engineers are familiar with such 
trade-offs; our analysis framework may be seen as giving them more data on which to 
base their design decisions. 
6. Conclusions and future work 
This paper describes a case study that was concerned with the modeling and analysis 
of a real-time fault-tolerant active structural control. In order to perform the analysis 
we used features supported by the Concurrency Workbench to formulate and check 
timing bounds and to reduce the state space of the system to a manageable size in 
a compositional manner. The latter utility proved especially valuable, as one of the 
designs we investigated contained in excess of 1019 states. The designs that we analyzed 
were formulated in an intuitive graphical notation, Modechart, for real-time systems. In 
order to use the Workbench for analysis, we first translated the designs into Temporal 
CCS, the language supported by the tool. 
Although the paper has focused on active structural control, the structure of the 
pulse-control algorithm (“sample/compute/act”) matches that of real-time control appli- 
cations found in other engineering disciplines. Our system was also realistically sized 
- by way of comparison, recall that the structure in Fig. 1 contained four actuators and 
six sensors - and used experimentally-derived data for its timing information. Conse- 
quently, we believe that our results illustrate a couple of simple yet useful techniques - 
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minimization, verification via “observers” - that system designers may use for modeling 
and analyzing real-time process controllers. In addition, the fact that the formal analysis 
was automated suggests that these techniques may be useful in an industrial setting, 
where system builders usually do not have the time to construct laborious proofs of 
correctness manually. Finally, the time required for the analysis was on the order of 
minutes on a workstation; consequently, for systems of similar scale our methodol- 
ogy may be used by system designers to experiment with different design alternatives 
without having to build prototypes or do extensive simulation. 
As future work we plan to improve the active structural control design by including 
more realistic fault-detection and failure-recovery mechanisms, with a view toward 
developing a design that would be implemented and analyzed as part of a structure in 
a laboratory setting. We also would like to investigate the use of our modeling and 
analyzing techniques to other type of complex real-time systems such as intelligent 
vehicle highway systems, 
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